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Abstract. The subduction dynamics and deformation style in the framework of 

subduction zones have been classically understood under a vision of trench-

orthogonal plate convergence. We perform 3-D upper mantle-scale analog models to 

further understand the dynamics of subduction systems and overriding plate strain 

distribution under varying convergence angles and in the presence or absence of 

intraplate inherited weak zones. The laboratory experiments show that whatever the 

obliquity of convergence, the subduction dynamics is largely influenced by the 

interaction of the slab with the 660 km discontinuity. The slab geometry alternates 

between stages of slab shallowing and steepening, which are accompanied by 

alternating periods of shortening and stretching (or moderate shortening) of the 

overriding plate, respectively. As convergence departs from being orthogonal and in 

the absence of an intraplate inherited weak zone, strain within the overriding plate 

shifts from pure shear to sub-simple shear. When a lithospheric-scale weak zone is 

introduced along the forearc-arc interface and under trench-oblique convergence, the 

strain is partitioned and the forearc develops sliver motion - and independent 

deformation - from the rest of the overriding plate. The forearc evolution is 

characterized by a three-step history: (i) detachment and oceanward motion, (ii) 

advancing motion toward the continent, and, (iii) accretion that can ultimately lead to 

underthrusting of the forearc. Decreasing slab dip increases the interplate force, 

resulting in larger stresses applied on the intraplate fault separating the forearc sliver 

from the continent. Hence, models show that because larger compression increases 

the coupling between the forearc and the plate, it does not favor sliver motion. 

Key-words. Laboratory experiments; Subduction dynamics; Upper plate strain; 

Oblique convergence; Sliver motion; Orogenic systems;  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Subduction zones are usually pictured as trench-orthogonal plate convergence 

zones, despite parametric studies of subduction zones have shown that trench-

oblique plate convergence is the most common regime along convergent plate 

margins worldwide (Kimura, 1986; Jarrard 1986a, 1986b; Philippon and Corti, 2016; 

Balázs et al. 2021). Philippon and Corti (2016) demonstrate that trench-orthogonal 

convergence (at 80-90°) only represents 10% of cases. While modeling subduction 

zones under trench-orthogonal convergence turns out fundamental to illustrate the 

overall subduction dynamics and forces at work, an understanding of the impact of 

variations of obliquity convergence is fundamental for assessing strain distribution 

across the upper plate (Chemenda et al. 2000; Balázs et al. 2021). 

Trench-oblique plate convergence can produce strain partitioning, i.e., the 

deformation (sensu lato) within the overriding plate is heterogeneously distributed 

into trench-parallel strike-slip or simple shear and trench-perpendicular 

shortening/extension (coaxial strain) (Tikkof and Teyssier, 1994; Teyssier et al. 1995; 

Fossen and Tikoff, 1998; Chemenda et al., 2000; Cooke et al. 2020). In some cases, 

favored by a trench-parallel component of convergence (y-component) larger than 

the trench-normal component (x-component), a forearc "sliver" can develop (Fitch, 

1972; Jarrard, 1986b; Kimura, 1986; McCaffrey, 1992; Beck, 1991; Beck et al. 1993; 

Teyssier et al. 1995), i.e., a piece of overriding plate located between the trench and 

a margin parallel, strike-slip fault (e.g., Haq and Davies, 2010). A pioneer work 

performed by Fitch (1972) showed that earthquakes focal mechanisms in the western 

Pacific island arcs were characterized by trench-parallel slip, evidencing that in 

subduction systems undergoing trench-oblique convergence, the trench-parallel 

component is taken up by trench-parallel strike-slip faults running alongside the 
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volcanic arc. Other studies showed that the sliver motion may be favored by: (i) a 

high-angle of trench-oblique convergence, (ii) a low slab dip (i.e., high-mechanical 

coupling), and (iii) the softening of the magmatic arc by thermal effects (Beck, 1983, 

1991). Chemenda et al. (2000) using laboratory models of trench-oblique 

convergence proposed that strain partitioning only occurs when the overriding plate 

contains a weakness, either in the form of thinned or faulted lithosphere. Thus, the 

inherited weakness seems to be a key factor exerting control on sliver tectonics 

(Chemenda et al. 2000; Haq and Davies, 2010; Cooke et al. 2020). Strain partitioning 

and consequent sliver motion have been assessed from multiple approaches (i.e., 

numerical and analog models, and observations in nature). However, the role of slab 

dynamics in sliver tectonics is still poorly understood. 

To better understand the conditions leading - or not - to strain partitioning and sliver 

motion during the different stages of subduction evolution, we perform a set of 3-D 

upper mantle-scale subduction experiments (Fig. 1). In particular, we systematically 

test the effect of the convergence obliquity on subduction dynamics and strain 

location in the overriding plate. We also simulate the presence of an inherited 

structure at the arc-forearc interface through the inclusion of a lithospheric scale 

weak zone in the models to understand the role of inheritance on sliver tectonics. 

With some cautions, the modeling results could finally be used to shed light on the 

orogenic evolution along active margins with sliver tectonics.  

2. METHODOLOGY 

In this section, we describe the experimental setup and materials used to reproduce 

oblique subduction in our analog laboratory experiments (Fig. 1). The experimental 

parameters of each model are detailed in Table 1. 
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2.1. Experimental setup and procedure. The experimental set-up adopted in our 

experiments has been largely tested by several authors (e.g., Funiciello et al. 2003; 

Martinod et al. 2005), yielding interesting insights on the link between subduction 

zone dynamics and overriding plate strain (e.g., Heuret et al. 2007; Espurt et al. 

2008; Guillaume et al. 2009, 2018; Martinod et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2016). The 

experimental set-up simulates a lithosphere and sub-lithospheric upper mantle 

system, with plates made of different silicones and the sub-lithospheric mantle 

simulated by glucose syrup (Fig. 1). This is a simplified version of subduction 

systems in nature, hence it presents limitations as detailed by Funiciello et al. (2003) 

and Martinod et al. (2013), for instance. One of the main restrictions of this 

experimental setup is the lack of thermal effects that cannot be accounted for in the 

laboratory. 

Materials used to model the subduction system are placed inside a 100 x 100 x 30 

cm Plexiglas tank (Fig. 1). The bottom of the tank is rigid, simulating an upper-lower 

mantle impermeable discontinuity at 660-km depth (Fig. 1; Funiciello et al. 2003). 

This is an approximation of the natural system, in which the upper-lower mantle 

discontinuity rather corresponds to a jump in viscosity of one to two orders of 

magnitude (e.g., Steinberger and Calderwood, 2006; Nakada et al., 2018). However, 

tomographic images of current subduction zones around the world show fast velocity 

anomalies (interpreted as stagnant slabs) lying almost flat at the upper-lower mantle 

transition zone in some places (e.g., Western Pacific; Li et al. 2008) and slab 

unfolding models of present and past subduction zones also show that the 660 km 

discontinuity corresponds to the top of a slow-down zone for the slab sinking velocity 

(van der Meer et al. 2018). Both observations suggest that over periods of a few 10’s 

My, the upper-lower mantle discontinuity may act as a relatively impermeable 
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boundary. Therefore, we limit the experiment duration to less than 30 min (scaling to 

60 My, see below). 

The sub-lithospheric mantle is simulated by a 10-cm thick layer of low-viscosity 

glucose syrup (Fig. 3), corresponding to ~660-km thick in nature, which yields a 

length scale factor L* = Lmodel / Lnature of 1.5×10−7. The  viscosity of this layer is 

independent of shear rate (Schellart, 2011) and varies between 60 and 81 Pa.s 

depending on the temperature in the laboratory (Salze et al. 2018). On top of the 

layer of glucose syrup, we deposit the subducting (oceanic) and overriding 

(continental) plates (Fig. 1) made of PDMS silicone (Polydimethylsiloxane Silicone) 

mixed with iron powder to achieve the required densities. We use a higher density for 

the subducting plate (ρmantle - ρplate = [-52;-38] kg/m3) to allow spontaneous gravity-

driven subduction, while the continental lithosphere was simulated by a lower density 

compound (ρmantle - ρplate = [126;148] kg/m3) (Table 1). The viscosity of the oceanic 

silicone is ~105 Pa.s giving a slab to mantle viscosity ratio in the range 1235-1666, 

and the viscosity of the overriding plate is ~8.5x104 Pa.s. In the overriding plate, we 

simulate in all models the presence of a weak volcanic arc by using a 2-cm large 

(equivalent to 132 km in nature) strip of pure PDMS, with a smaller viscosity of 

3.5x104 Pa.s (Fig. 1), located at a distance of 3 cm (equivalent to ~200 km in nature) 

away from the trench. In all experiments, the subducting and overriding plates are 

decoupled by a thin (~1mm) layer of petrolatum (20-30%) mixed with paraffin oil (70-

80%) to simulate a weak subduction interface (following the procedure of Duarte et 

al. 2013, 2014), which also prevents plates sticking effects. In the experiments with 

an inherited discontinuity between the forearc and arc, both areas are initially 

decoupled by a vertical cut lubricated with the same mixture used at the subduction 

interface. The lateral distance between the plates and the sides of the Plexiglas tank 
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is at least 26.5 cm, which is larger than the size of convective cells within the upper 

mantle (~10 cm) to minimize lateral boundary effects (Funiciello et al. 2004).. The 

width of the subducting plate (Ws) is changed between experiments according to the 

obliquity angle to keep a constant trench width of ~40 cm (Fig. 1). Indeed, previous 

studies have shown that the width of the subduction zone can exert a first-order 

control on trench and subduction velocity (e.g., Schellart et al. 2007; Guillaume et al. 

2010), possibly modifying upper plate deformation. The obliquity angle (Φ) is defined 

as the angle between the trench and convergence directions, meaning that Φ = 90° 

corresponds to trench-orthogonal convergence and a decreasing Φ value to an 

increasing obliquity. We test values of 80°, 60°, and 50° for Φ (Fig. 1). 

Subduction is initiated by manually pushing the leading edge of the subducting plate 

into the glucose syrup down to a depth of 2-3 cm. The convergence during 

subduction is driven by both the gravity effect owing to the negative buoyancy of the 

subducting lithosphere (i.e., slab pull) and by an additional push at a constant 

velocity of 1.5 cm/min at the trailing edge of the subducting plate (Fig. 1). This 

convergence rate scales to ~5 cm/yr in nature (see below), which is close to the 

mean trench-orthogonal converce rate measure at present-day subduction zones of 

4.7±2.9 cm/yr (Lallemand and Heuret, 2017). In all models, the overriding plate is 

fixed, imposing a no-velocity condition for the upper plate. The duration of 

experiments varies between 23 and 29 min.  

Following the procedure described in Guillaume et al. (2021), and considering a 

viscosity for the sub-lithospheric mantle of 5x1020 Pa.s, we obtain the following 

scaling between the lab and nature: 1 minute in the lab corresponds to ~2 Myr in 

nature (scalling factor t* = tmodel / tnature = 9.5 x 10-13) and a velocity of 1 cm/min to 
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~3.2 cm/yr in nature (scaling factor U* = Umodel / Unature = 1.64 x 105), meaning that the 

imposed subducting plate motion corresponds to ~5 cm/yr. 

2.2. Tracking displacement and strain in the experiments. The evolution of the 

models is monitored by cameras located at the top and on one side of the 

experiments taking pictures every 30 seconds. On the lateral views, we measure the 

dip of the slab at the lateral boundary of the subduction zone at a depth of ~3 cm 

(~200 km in nature). On the top views, we measure the convergence-parallel 

longitudinal strain (or elongation) across the center of the overriding plate. We also 

use the PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) technique with the PIVlab software 

(Thielicke, 2014; Thielicke and Stamhuis, 2014) to obtain a regular velocity field that 

is further used to calculate the mean displacement vector of the sliver forearc. In 

addition, we drew a regular grid of white points at the surface of the plates to 

automatically track the trajectories of material points during the model evolution. For 

this, we use the PTV (Particle Tracking Velocimetry) technique, implemented in the 

TracTrac software (Heyman, 2019). We then use the velocity at single points to 

compute the strain components with the SSPX software (see Cardozo and 

Allmendinger, 2009, for details). By using a minimum of three points (or stations) in 

2D, this software calculates the best-fitting strain tensors (i.e., displacement gradient 

tensor, gij) from previously obtained velocity vector data. The tensor is split up into 

symmetric (εij) and antisymmetric (ωij) tensors. The symmetric tensor allows the 

calculation of the principal quadratic elongations, i.e., λmax and λmin, as classically 

defined as the square of the stretch (S) (Ramsay and Huber, 1983). It also calculates 

the orientation (θ) and magnitude (γmax) of the maximum shear strain, defined as the 

tangent of the angular change between two lines that are assumed to be initially 
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orthogonal. We compute strain from pairs of pictures taken one minute apart using a 

nearest-neighbor approach.  

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A set of upper mantle-scale laboratory experiments was performed to simulate 

oceanic lithosphere subduction at variables convergence angles, from trench-normal 

(Φ= 90°) to highly trench-oblique convergence (Φ= 50°), beneath a continental 

lithosphere (Fig. 1). In order to gain insights into the kinematics of continental slivers, 

we tested two end-members: one without a weak zone between the arc and forearc 

in the overriding continental lithosphere (models 1 to 4), and one with a weak zone 

between the arc and forearc (models 5 to 7) obtained by pre-cutting the lithosphere 

and filling it with a low-viscosity mixture (paraffine oil + petrolatum), roughly 

mimicking an inherited lithospheric-scale discontinuity or plate softening by the 

magmatic arc. The parameters of the seven models are listed in Table 1. 

Materials and parameters Units 

Ref. 

Exp. 
Trench-oblique convergence 

Model-

01 

Model-

02 

Model-

03 

Model-

04 

Model-

05 

Model-

06 

Model-

07 

Subducting 

plate 

Length 

"L1SP"                        
cm 50 50 52 55.5 42 48 49 

Width 

"WSP"                         
cm 40 38.3 34.2 30 37.4 33 30.5 

Thickness 

"Th"                 
cm 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
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Density 

"δSP"                     

 

Kg/m3 
1470 1470 1470 1483 1470 1484 1484 

Buoyancy 

(δSP - δum)        
Kg/m3 -38 -38 -38 -51 -38 -52 -52 

Overriding 

plate 

Length 

"L1OP"                         
cm 31 32 42 45 49 44 43 

Width 

"WOP"                          
cm 47 43 44 45 36 41 39 

Thickness 

"Th"                  
cm 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 

Density 

"δOP"                     

 

Kg/m
3
 

1284 1284 1284 1306 1284 1292 1292 

Buoyancy 

(δOP - δum)       
Kg/m

3
 148 148 148 126 148 140 140 

Trench Width (WT) cm  40 40 40 39.5 40 40 40 

Obliquity Angle (Φ) ° 90 80 60 50 80 60 50 

Forearc 

Discontinuity 
Yes/No   No No No No Yes Yes Yes 

Upper mantle 

Thickness 

"Th"                   
cm 9.6 9.6 9.6 10 9.6 9.6 9.6 

Density 

"δum"                      
Kg/m

3
 1432 1432 1432 1432 1432 1432 1432 

 
Viscosity  Pa s 60,4 60,4 71,4 73,5 75,7 81,2 74,6 

Table 1. Experimental parameters. For reference of the parameters and their 

geometrical meaning, see figure 3. 
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3.1. Reference model (MODEL-01): subduction with trench-orthogonal 

convergence (Φ = 90°). The reference model of subduction presented in this section 

(Model-01) simulates trench-orthogonal convergence.   

3.1.1. Subduction dynamics. During subduction initiation, before the slab interacts 

with the bottom of the box simulating the lower mantle, the slab sinks with increasing 

subduction velocity. It is accompanied by a progressive steepening of the slab 

reaching dip values up to 40-42° (Fig. 2). During this first phase, the trench retreats 

toward the subducting plate at rates of 0.43 cm/min driving trench-orthogonal 

stretching of the overriding plate (Fig. 2). After 6 min, the leading edge of the slab 

reaches the bottom of the tank (Fig. 2). The arrival of the slab at the bottom of the 

tank produces slab forward folding, and as a consequence, the slab dip progressively 

decreases to values as low as ~20° (Fig. 2). This stage of slab shallowing is 

accompanied by trench advance toward the overriding plate and trench-orthogonal 

horizontal shortening across the overriding plate, whose absolute velocity is fixed to 

zero (Fig. 2). The shift from stretching to shortening is marked by a short adjustment 

stage (~4 min) of neutral overriding plate deformation. After 20-21 min of subduction 

driven by slab pull and imposed subducting plate trenchward displacement, the 

length of the slab fold becomes too long and gravitationally unstable, leading to a 

decrease of its radius of curvature at the trench, i.e. the shallow part of the slab 

becomes progressively steeper (Fig. 2). 

3.1.2. Overriding plate deformation. The convergence parallel longitudinal strain 

(here corresponding to the along-x component of deformation) of the overriding plate 

keeps a straightforward relationship with trench motion, as well as with the slab 

geometry (Fig. 2). Trench retreat favors horizontal stretching or neutral conditions. 

Instead, trench advance triggers shortening (Fig. 2), whose intensity is modulated by 
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the slab geometry (a larger amount of shortening during slab shallowing and a 

smaller amount of shortening during slab steepening). There are no clear patterns of 

shear strain in this reference experiment (Fig. 3). Despite the overriding plate 

embedding a weaker arc, the amount of deformation does not appear to have a 

strong localization in this area but is rather homogeneously distributed at plate scale 

(Fig. 4).  

Additionally, by tracking the path of individual particles during experiment evolution, 

we can describe the flow parameters for further characterization of the strain state 

and degree of coaxiality in the entire overriding plate. In our models, the kinematic 

vorticity number (Wk; see Fossen and Tikoff, 1993, and Fossen, 2010) appears to be 

a useful measure (assuming cases of steady-state flow) to evaluate how close 

overriding plate deformation is from simple shear or pure shear, being Wk = 1 for pure 

shear, Wk = 0 for simple shear, and Wk is between 0 and 1 for sub-simple shear. Wk 

is defined, as follows: 

𝑊𝑘 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 

where α is the intersection angle between flow apophyses. For cases where α ≠ 90°, 

the calculation is made from the acute angle. 

In the reference experiment, at the plate-scale, the 2D strain state in the overriding 

plate is pure shear-dominated, i.e., Wk = 0 (Fig. 5). 

3.2. Subduction models with trench-oblique convergence. In these experiments, 

we systematically decreased the angle between the trench and the convergence 

direction from Φ=80° (Model-02 and Model-05), to Φ=60° (Model-03 and Model-06), 

and Φ=50° (Model-04 and Model-07), thus increasing obliquity (Fig. 1B and Table 1). 
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For each convergence angle, we simulate two end-members with the forearc either 

fully coupled or decoupled from the rest of the plate. 

3.2.1. Slab geometry. Slab geometry first-order evolution is similar to that of the 

reference experiment for all models, i.e., alternating periods of slab steepening and 

slab shallowing. The trench-oblique subduction experiments exhibit an initial phase of 

slab sinking and steep slab dip, then the slab reaches the bottom of the tank. 

Depending on the way subduction is initiated we observe a delay for the arrival of the 

slab at the 660-km discontinuity between the two sides of the subduction zone that is 

generally around 1-2 minutes, except for Model-04 where it is 6 minutes. After both 

sides of the slab reached the bottom of the tank, the slab folds forward, producing a 

decrease of the slab dip close to the surface. The slab fold then becomes unstable 

and collapses, and a new stage of slab steepening close to the surface starts.  

3.2.2. Overriding plate deformation. Like in the reference model, the convergence-

parallel longitudinal strain of the overriding plate adjusts to trench kinematics and 

slab geometry. A steep slab dip favors a neutral-to-stretching regime across the 

overriding plate, while slab shallowing induces overriding plate shortening (Fig. 6). 

However, at the plate scale, the two-dimensional strain state departs from pure shear 

to enter the sub-simple shear field, meaning that large-scale deformation becomes 

non-coaxial (Fig. 5). By tracking individual particle paths, one can identify flow 

apophyses associated with upper plate deformation. The kinematic vorticity number 

(Wk) increases with increasing obliquity (Fig. 5). 

Strain is preferentially accommodated within the forearc and arc regions (Figs. 3 and 

4) in absence of a pre-existing fault. However, the distribution of strain varies over 

space and time (Figs. 3 and 4). During the first stage of slab sinking in Model-03, the 
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maximum shear strain rate is low across the overriding plate (< 10-2 min-1) (Fig. 3). 

Then, when both sides of the slab reach the bottom of the tank, and convergence-

parallel shortening is ongoing, higher rates of shear strain of around 1-2x10-2 min-1 

are recorded in the forearc.  

For the equivalent models with an inherited discontinuity at the arc-forearc interface, 

the deformation pattern is strongly modified. In these models, strong variations of the 

strain components are observed across the overriding plate (Figs. 3 and 4). In Model-

06, the arc absorbs the largest rates of shear strain reaching values larger than 5x10-

2 min-1. Values of 10-2 min-1 are observed in the forearc, while the retroarc shows 

lower rates of shear strain (< 10-2 min-1) (Figs. 3 and 4). At the end of the experiment, 

the forearc is underthrusted, and the retroarc records larger amounts of strain (Fig. 3; 

see also Supplementary Material 1).  

3.2.3. Sliver motion. In the experiments that do not include a discontinuity at the 

forearc-arc interface, there is no independent motion of the forearc with respect to 

the rest of the overriding plate, i.e. no sliver tectonics. Instead, in the models that 

include a discontinuity at the arc-forearc interface, the forearc block follows a three-

step kinematic history. During the first stage, the slab sinks at a high angle (Fig. 7), 

and the trench retreats toward the oceanic plate. The forearc follows the motion of 

the retreating trench. Since the oceanward motion of the forearc is faster than the 

motion of the rest of the overriding plate, a gap or channel opens at the arc-forearc 

interface (Fig. 7) that is filled with low-viscosity glucose syrup (equivalent to the sub-

lithospheric mantle in nature) and the forearc behaves as an independent block from 

the rest of the overriding plate, i.e., as a sliver block. The second stage starts when 

the longest side of the slab reaches the bottom of the tank (Fig. 8). It is associated 

with trench advance, triggering the motion of the forearc sliver block toward the 
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continent (Figs. 7 and 8). The transition from stage 1 to stage 2 is marked in the 

forearc by lower ratios between the trench-parallel and trench-orthogonal 

components of velocities (Vp / Vo) (Fig. 8). The advance of the forearc results in the 

closing of the channel opened between the forearc and arc and finally leads to the 

forearc accretion against the rest of the overriding plate and the closing of the 

channel opened between the forearc and arc (Fig. 7). During this stage, the Vp / Vo 

ratio increases (Fig. 8).  

The total displacement of the sliver forearc with respect to the arc over periods of 23-

24 min (equivalent to ~46-48 Myr, or 2325±50 km of convergence in nature) varies 

among the models: it is between 0.9±0.1 (59±7 km in nature) for the case of low 

obliquity (Φ = 80°), between 6.1±0.8 cm (403±53 km in nature) for the case of 

moderate obliquity (Φ = 60°), and 8.6±0.2 cm ( 566±14 km in nature) for the case of 

high obliquity (Φ = 50°) (Fig. 9). It translates into mean strike-slip rates that vary 

between 0.03 cm/min and 0.39 cm/min (0.1 cm/yr to 1 cm/yr in nature), which 

represents only a fraction of the trench-parallel component of convergence velocity 

(0.26 cm/min for Φ = 80° to 0.96 cm/min for Φ = 50°). It should be noted that the 

displacement is not constant over time and that the highest values of forearc trench-

parallel velocity are observed during the first phase of subduction and immediately 

after the slab touches the bottom of the tank. In the model with the highest obliquity, 

for instance, the trench-parallel sliver velocity is close to the trench-parallel 

component of convergence, i.e. ~1 cm/min (3.2 cm/yr in nature) (Fig. 9). Interestingly, 

periods of slower trench-parallel displacements of the sliver forearc correlate with 

periods of faster trench-orthogonal relative motion between the forearc and backarc, 

i.e., faster shortening in this area (Fig. 9). 
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4. INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Subduction dynamics and overriding plate deformation. Subduction models 

have been performed to give insights into the interplays of forces acting on the 

subduction system and their control on the slab geometry, plate and trench motions 

and in fine the strain regime within the overriding plate (e.g., Funiciello et al. 2003, 

2004; Bellahsen et al. 2005; Martinod et al. 2005, 2013; Schellart, 2005; Heuret et al. 

2007; Espurt et al. 2008; Guillaume et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2016). Previous 

experiments have shown a straightforward relationship between the slab dip, the 

trench motion, and the strain regime of the overriding plate (e.g., Heuret et al. 2007; 

Guillaume et al. 2009). In these models, steep slab dip and trench retreat associated 

with slab roll-back induce a trench-orthogonal stretching of the overriding plate, while 

trench-orthogonal shortening is triggered by shallow slab dip and advancing trench 

(e.g., Guillaume et al. 2009). Slab dip variations measured at depths equivalent to 

~200-300 km in nature are controlled by the episodic slab folding, resulting from 

interaction of the slab with the upper-lower mantle transition and the applied 

horizontal boundary conditions (see further details in Guillaume et al. 2009). While an 

impermeable upper-lower mantle transition favors slab folding, alternations of periods 

of slab shallowing and steepening are also obtained in numerical models employing 

a stratified mantle with a viscosity jump at the upper-lower mantle discontinuity of one 

to two orders of magnitude (e.g., Garel et al., 2014; Briaud et al. 2020), even for 

slabs penetrating the lower mantle. 

We observe similar behavior in our reference model with trench-orthogonal 

convergence (Model-01). In models with oblique convergence, the convergence-

parallel longitudinal strain also shows episodes of stretching during the initial stage of 

subduction and trench retreat and successive shortening phases associated with 
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slab forward folding and trench advance (Fig. 6). The convergence angle does not 

modify the subduction dynamics and the overall pattern of convergence-parallel 

longitudinal state of strain, implying that it is mainly controlled here by the boundary 

conditions, i.e., a fixed overriding plate and a constantly advancing subducting plate. 

However, the two-dimensional horizontal state of strain appears strongly modified by 

the convergence angle. At the plate scale, a decrease of the trench-oblique 

convergence angle (Φ), i.e., a shift from trench-orthogonal convergence toward 

trench-parallel convergence, induces a shift from pure shear toward increasing sub-

simple shear (Fig. 5). These results are in agreement with those from numerical 

models quantifying strain under transpressional states (e.g., Fossen and Tikoff, 1993; 

Fossen et al. 2004). However, in orogenic systems, the strain can be across-strike 

heterogeneously distributed, including in the internal domains (Fossen and Tikoff, 

1993, 1998). Our laboratory experiments for the cases of trench-oblique convergence 

indeed show that magnitude and components of strain are partitioned between the 

forearc, the weaker arc, and the retroarc lithospheric domains (Fig. 3). Cooke et al. 

(2020) using crustal-scale models, also showed that under low-to-moderate angles of 

convergence the slip is efficiently distributed over strike-slip and thrust faults. 

Modeling results appear consistent with many geological models of strain partitioning 

proposed, for example, for the Andean orogen (e.g., Cembrano et al. 2002; Folguera 

and Ramos, 2002), where the volcanic arc undergoes transpression with high rates 

of denudation (Thomson, 2002) concomitant with the ongoing growth of retroarc fold-

and-thrust belt (Cembrano et al. 2002; Folguera and Ramos, 2002; Echaurren et al. 

2022). 

4.2. Sliver tectonics and the role of inherited structures. In subduction zones 

characterized by trench-oblique convergence, portions of the forearc can undergo 
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coastwise-parallel transport (sensu Beck, 1991). These pieces of forearc, known as 

sliver plates or blocks, are decoupled from the rest of the overriding plate and offset 

along trench-parallel faults (Fitch, 1972; Jarrard, 1986b; Beck, 1991; Beck et al. 

1993; Nelson et al. 1994; Fossen and Tikoff, 1998; Haq and Davies, 2010). Some 

authors (e.g., Beck, 1991; Chemenda et al. 2000) argued that the sliver motion is 

favored by high trench-oblique convergence, a shallow slab dip, high-coupling in the 

subduction interface (i.e., interplate friction), and the presence of a weakness in the 

overriding plate. 

Chemenda et al. (2000) using laboratory experiments demonstrated that sliver 

motion (evidence of slip partitioning) only occurred if the overriding plate embeds a 

weakness, being either a thinned or a faulted crust. Our experimental results are 

consistent with this observation since the decoupling and trench-parallel motion of 

the forearc sliver is only possible in the subduction experiments embedding a 

discontinuity/weakness within the overriding plate, here simulating a discrete, 

inherited fault along the forearc-arc interface at the lithospheric scale. In this way, the 

discontinuity allows strain localization and the independent motion of the forearc 

sliver from the rest of the overriding plate. 

Additionally, Chemenda et al. (2000) argued that the sliver motion is effective under 

conditions of high interplate friction. The friction force (Ff) is defined (see Chemenda 

et al. 2000), as follows: 
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𝐹𝑓 = 𝑆𝜏𝑛 

where 𝑆  is the interplate surface and 𝜏𝑛  the interplate friction stress. It can be 

decomposed into vertical (𝐹𝑓𝑧 ), along-trench (𝐹𝑓𝑦 ), and trench-orthogonal (𝐹𝑓𝑥 ) 

components, as follows: 

𝐹𝑓𝑧 = 𝐹𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛷′ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽; 𝐹𝑓𝑦 = 𝐹𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛷′ ; 𝐹𝑓𝑥 = 𝐹𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛷′ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛽 ; 

with 𝛽 the slab dip angle measured close to the surface, and 𝛷′ the obliquity angle, 

which equals 90°- Φ (see figure 1 for geometrical meaning). The along-trench 

translation of the forearc sliver results from the along-trench component of the friction 

force (Ffy). A larger obliquity angle (𝛷′) promotes strain partitioning and sliver lateral 

motion (Chemenda et al. 2000). Our subduction experiments confirm that, there is 

indeed an increase of the trench-parallel displacements as Φ decreases from 80° to 

50°, i.e. increasing convergence obliquity (Fig. 9).  

An additional consequence of the underlying physics to the above-stated equations is 

the effect of slab geometry on strain partitioning. Under low angles of subduction (𝛽), 

the interplate surface increases, increasing the friction force (Ff) for constant 

interplate friction stress (τn). It implies that the along-trench component of the friction 

force should increase and the sliver motion should be favored. However, our 

subduction experiments do not show such a clear picture. Indeed, during stage 2, 

following slab anchoring in the lower mantle, the slab dip is generally shallower than 

during stage 1. If this decrease in slab dip indeed corresponds to an increase in the 

trench-parallel motion of  the sliver block in Model-07, with the highest obliquity (Fig. 

8), it is not the case for Model-05 and Model-06 where a decrease in Vp is rather 
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observed. It therefore suggests that other processes can become dominant and 

prevent the sliver block from moving parallel to the trench.  

Interestingly, we have shown that the subduction involves periods of detachment and 

accretion of the sliver block, and not only trench-parallel slip, as classically treated. In 

fact, the highest amount of lateral transport is achieved during the stage of 

detachment and oceanward motion, independently of the slab geometry. This can be 

understood by considering the shear force (𝐹𝑎) exerted on the vertical low-viscosity 

channel corresponding to the forearc-arc discontinuity:  

𝐹𝑎~𝜂𝑚 × 𝑉𝑝 ×
𝐿
𝑊

× 𝐻 

with ηm the viscosity of the channel, Vp the forearc sliver trench-parallel velocity, 𝐿, H 

and 𝑊 the length, height, and width of this channel, respectively. For a constant 𝐹𝑎, 

which approximates here Ffy, and a constant length of the sheared channel, an 

increase in the width of the channel requires an increase in Vp, therefore a faster 

sliver trench-parallel motion. In turn, a decrease of the width of the channel should be 

followed by a decrease of the trench-parallel sliver velocity. In Model-07, the channel 

closure starting after 9 minutes does not correlate instantaneously with a decrease of 

the sliver block trench-parallel velocity. The competing effect of slab dip decrease at 

the same time prevents the slow down, which only occurs once the channel is closed 

and W has become very small and H has increased, i.e. after ~14 min (Fig. 9) 

Plate convergence obliquity, slab dip, and overriding plate heterogeneities appear as 

the main factors exerting control on sliver tectonics. The formation of a sliver block 

would therefore be promoted by an inherited fault running parallel to the trench 

direction and, as expected, by a high-angle of trench-oblique convergence. However, 
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even for near trench-orthogonal convergence (Φ = 80°), shear strain localizes along 

the forearc-arc discontinuity and dextral offset is observed. Instead, in the absence of 

inherited structures, even the largest obliquity (Φ = 50°) does not result in a 

significant offset between the forearc and arc. In this case, shear strain is 

preferentially accommodated within the weak arc but there is no individualization of 

an independent forearc sliver.  

4.3. Evolution of subduction-related orogens with sliver blocks. Most of the 

laboratory experiments designed to gain insights into the forces acting on the sliver 

motion, and their further kinematic implications, have focused on crustal-scale 

experiments using clay or sand (e.g., Haq and Davis, 2010, Leever et al. 2011, 

Cooke et al. 2020; among others). For example, Haq and Davis (2010) developed 

analytical solutions and analog models to evaluate the ratio between the strike-slip 

rate and the total convergence rate as a function of both the obliquity of plate 

convergence and varying rheologies. They found that models with or without a 

defined sliver plate are very difficult to distinguish based on the topography of the 

wedge for the same obliquity but can be assessed by characterizing the 2-D strain 

field and style of deformation. Cooke et al. (2020) using crustal-scale clay 

experiments also showed that strain partitioning occurs under a wide range of 

experimental conditions, and it could be classified into three categories that are 

controlled by both the angle of convergence and pre-existing weaknesses. Both 

studies show that pre-existing weak zones foster slip partitioning, which is in 

agreement with the first-order observation of our models. However, further 

comparison of strain pattern and strain evolution is not possible because of the 

different rheologies (viscous vs, brittle/frictional) and scales (mantle vs. crustal) used.  
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Our models, despite their inherent limitations (e.g., no trench-parallel strength 

variations within the upper plate, a fixed upper plate, a continuous subducting slab, 

and a 660-km discontinuity that remains impermeable for periods < 60 Myr) allow 

completing these previous studies by incorporating slab dynamics into the system 

and looking at the long-term (>10 Ma) evolution of active margins. In our models, the 

free sinking of the slab during the first stage is accompanied by slab roll-back that 

favors an extensional tectonic regime within the overriding plate, whatever the 

obliquity of the convergence. The presence of an inherited discontinuity along the 

forearc-arc interface, as simulated in the case of models with low forearc-arc 

coupling, strongly controls the deformation location (Fig. 4). In this set of 

experiments, the slab roll-back and trench retreat drag the forearc toward the oceanic 

plate, decoupling the forearc sliver from the rest of the overriding plate. The forearc 

sliver motion results in the opening of a gap or channel along the forearc-arc 

interface (Fig. 7), which is filled by the upwelling of glucose syrup, our analog for the 

asthenospheric mantle in nature. Therefore, the subduction experiments suggest that 

oceanward translation and detachment of sliver blocks could be an effective 

mechanism to explain orogenic systems with a hyperextended forearc accompanied 

by the exhumation of upper mantle rocks (Fig. 10; e.g., Hervé et al. 1995, 2017; 

Maffione et al. 2015).  

Once the slab is anchored at the 660-km discontinuity, the overriding plate shifts to 

an overall strain regime characterized by convergence-parallel shortening associated 

with slab shallowing and trench advance. In the subduction experiments with an 

inherited discontinuity at forearc-arc transition, the shortening across the overriding 

plate is accompanied by the landward motion of the forearc sliver and its accretion 

against the rest of the overriding plate (figs. 7 and 10). During the accretion of the 
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forearc sliver, decreases the trench-parallel motion, and the shear strain is broadly 

focused along the arc domain (Fig. 4). The dextral lateral motion occurs at rates 

equivalent to 0.7 cm/yr and 0.9 cm/yr for Model-06 and Model-07, respectively. In 

both cases, it corresponds to ~30% of the trench-parallel component of the imposed 

convergence, highlighting the difficulty of distinguishing the obliquity of convergence 

based on the amount of lateral displacement, as previously stated by Haq and Davis 

(2010). The accretion process accompanying trench advance ultimately results in the 

underthrusting of the forearc under the arc, and contraction across the entire upper 

plate (Fig. 5), which in natural systems could be observed as a doubly-vergent 

orogenic architecture. Such doubly-vergent orogens associated with subduction have 

been described along the South American margin, for instance, at places where 

strike-slip faulting is active like in northern Patagonia (e.g., Echaurren et al. 2022) 

and where no strike-slip fault is active like in the Central Andes (e.g., Armijo et al. 

2015).  

Our modeling study also confirms that a distinction between plate margins with or 

without sliver requires a precise strain analysis, which may turn out to be difficult, 

especially for cases of ancient orogens where many orogenic pieces could have 

been eroded. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We perform analog models to understand the influence of oblique convergence on 

the subduction dynamics and overriding plate deformation. The 3-D subduction 

experiments show that whatever the obliquity of convergence, slab evolution 

alternates between steepening and shallowing periods, associated with stages of 

convergence-parallel stretching (or moderate shortening) and stages of significant 
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shortening of the overriding plate, respectively. We also show that in models without 

a pre-existing forearc-arc discontinuity, when increasing convergence obliquity, the 2-

D strain state of the overriding plate departs from pure shear and enters into the field 

of the sub-simple shear, but without individualizing a sliver forearc block. Indeed, 

sliver tectonics is only achieved if the overriding plate embeds an inherited 

weakness, here localized along the forearc-arc interface, and the amount of lateral 

offset, as well as the mean offset velocity increases when departing from trench-

orthogonal convergence.  

We also show that variations of slab geometry and forearc-arc discontinuity geometry 

during subduction modulate the trench-parallel motion of the forearc sliver. In 

particular, we show that slab shallowing increases the stresses that apply on the 

intraplate fault separating the forearc sliver from the rest of the continental plate, 

leading to a slower sliver displacement. 

Finally, our experimental results could be applied to some extent to natural 

subduction-related orogenic systems. Hyperextension of the forearc accompanied by 

the exhumation of upper mantle rocks and significant lateral offset of the sliver block 

could be a result of trench retreat and reduced interplate coupling during the initial 

stage of slab sinking. Slab anchoring within the lower mantle may induce the sliver 

block accretion and lateral displacement to slow down, which could ultimately result 

in arc underthrusting and shortening across the entire plate, potentially shaping 

doubly-vergence orogen architecture. 
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FIGURE 1. A) 3D-view of the experimental set-up. The arc is made of silicone whose 

viscosity is around 40% that of the rest of the overriding plate. ρsp= density of the 

subducting plate. ρop= density of the overriding plate. ρum= density of the sub-

lithospheric upper mantle. Wop= width of the overriding plate. Wsp= width of the 

subducting plate. Wum= width of the sub-lithospheric upper mantle. B) Top-view of 

the geometry chosen for the subduction models with trench-oblique convergence 

angle. The red line indicates the position of the weak zone implemented in Model-05, 

Model-06, and Model-07. 
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FIGURE 2. Slab dip evolution and its relationship with the convergence-parallel 

longitudinal strain of the overriding plate for the reference experiment (Model-01). A) 

Diagrams showing the time evolution of slab dip measured at 3-cm depth (top) and 

convergence parallel elongation measured in the center of the overriding plate 

(bottom). B) Lateral views of the experiment showing the slab geometry evolution. 

Periods of high slab dip are associated with stretching or moderate shortening of the 

overriding plate, while periods of low slab dip are associated with higher amounts of 

shortening. 
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FIGURE 3. Instantaneous maximum shear strain rate at different times of the 

experiment for the reference model (Model-01) and for models with a trench-

convergence angle of Φ= 60°. The same analysis for the rest of the experiments is 

presented in the Supplementary Material 1. All models are shown with an N-S 

oriented trench. The strain is computed from pictures taken with a 1-minute interval.  
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FIGURE 4. Instantaneous maximum shear strain rate in the overriding plate (top 

view) for the different models with variable obliquity computed after the slab has 

touched the bottom of the box, i.e., during slab folding. All models are shown with an 

N-S oriented trench. Strain is computed from pictures taken with a 1-minute interval.  
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FIGURE 5. Initial (blue) and final (red) horizontal shapes of the subducting and 

overriding plates, and paths followed by individual particles for models with varying 

obliquity and no weak zone. The colored strip in the overriding plate corresponds to 

the arc position. In the lower diagram, the kinematic vorticity number Wk (red dots) is 

determined from the angle between flow apophyses and is displayed as a function of 

the angle of convergence (Φ). The value of Wk decreases as a function of the cosine 

of the angle of convergence (black dashed line) indicating that deformation at the 

plate scale shifts from pure-shear dominated to sub-simple shear when departing 

from trench-orthogonal convergence. 
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FIGURE 6. Time evolution of the longitudinal strain (convergence-parallel elongation, 

е) measured in the center of the overriding plate for models without (solid lines) and 

with (dashed lines) pre-existing fault. The measurements follow the equation 

е = (𝑙𝑓 − 𝑙𝑖)/𝑙𝑖  , where 𝑙𝑓  is the final length and 𝑙𝑖  the initial length. In this way, 

negative values indicate shortening. The circles indicate the time when the slab 

reaches the bottom of the box. Note that following slab interaction with the bottom of 

the box, the upper plate undergoes an abrupt increase in shortening whatever the 

obliquity of convergence. 
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FIGURE 7. A) Slab dip evolution (measured at 3-cm depth at the edge of the slab) 

for the experiments with trench-oblique convergence and with arc-forearc 

discontinuity. The green line, red dashed line and red solid line indicate stages of 

channel opening between the arc and forearc, advancing motion of the sliver forearc, 

and full closure of the channel, respectively. The red solid line with triangles indicates 

the time in which the forearc is underthrusted by the arc. B) Schematic plan view of 

the different stages depicted in A, as example is used Model-06. The red arrows 

depict the relative motion of the sliver. 
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FIGURE 8. Kinematics of the sliver forearc. A) Time evolution of the trench-

orthogonal (Vo, red line) and trench-parallel (Vp, blue line) components of the sliver 

velocity vector for different convergence obliquities: Φ = 80° (Model-05), Φ = 60° 

(Model-06), Φ = 50° (Model-07). The velocity is measured and averaged on a 4 cm x 

3 cm area in the center of the forearc. First and second touches refer to the moment 

that the north and south sides of the slab reach the bottom of the tank, respectively. 

Negative values for Vo indicate oceanward motion of the forearc and negative values 

for Vp indicate a southward motion (i.e., sinistral strike-slip motion) of the forearc. B) 

Vp / Vo ratio averaged over two-time intervals (after and before the slab reaches the 

bottom of the tank) as a function of the convergence-trench angle (Φ).  
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FIGURE 9. A) Initial and final horizontal shapes of the subducting and overriding 

plates, and paths followed by individual particles for models with varying obliquity and 

the presence of a pre-existing fault. The colored strip in the overriding plate 

corresponds to the arc position. Lines ending with a bar indicate that the portion of 

the forearc has been thrusted by the arc and that the points cannot be tracked 

anymore. B) Relative trench-parallel (TP, solid lines) and trench-orthogonal (TO, 
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dashed lines) accumulated displacements between pairs of points located in the 

forearc and retroarc domains, averaged among the northern, central, and southern 

sectors. The red lines indicate the maximum expected, trench-parallel component 

(Vslmax), following the equation  𝑉𝑐 ∗  sin(90 − 𝛷) , where 𝑉𝑐  is the convergence 

velocity and 𝛷 the convergence angle (see geometrical meaning in figure 1B). For 

Model-05, we also show the values obtained in the central portion of the reference 

model (Model-01). C) Efficiency of the relative trench-parallel (TP) accumulated 

displacements for Model-05, Model-06, and Model-07, estimated as TP / sliver 

maximum accumulated displacements (SDmax). This graphic outlines the lower 

efficiency of sliver motion when shortening is ongoing. 
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FIGURE 10. 3-D synoptic sketches illustrating the orogenic evolution of slivered 

margins. In this regard, the existence of a Sliver forearc may explain the 

development of hyperextended forearc regions, and subsequent forearc 

underthrusting, shaping in this way, a doubly-vergent orogenic architecture.  
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HIGHLIGHTS 

 We perform upper mantle-scale subduction experiments under laboratory 

conditions to assess the trench-oblique plate convergence. 

 Some subduction experiments were modeled with a weak zone along the 

forearc-arc interface to investigate the role of inheritance on sliver tectonics. 

 The strain across the overriding plate shift from pure-shear to sub-simple 

shear when convergence departs from orthogonal to oblique. 

 Sliver tectonics only is developed when the overriding plate is embedded with 

a weak zone, simulating an inherited, lithospheric-scale fault. 

 The experimental results yield new insights to evaluate the evolution of 

subduction-related orogens with sliver block. 
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